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BABOON BITE CO., LD.

A satisfied customer is the best business 
strategy of all.

COMPANY PROFILE
2019 YEAR AND / PRODUCT DETAIL 

MANUFACTURE / HEALTHY SNACK / PROCESSED FRUIT
GOOD  HEALTH GREAT SNACK
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HEALTY SNACK
Fruit can de�nitely be considered a healthy 
snack that is rich in nutrients and low in 
calories.  The average adult does not get 
enough servings of fruit and vegetables so 
including fruit as a snack will help to meet 
the daily requirements. For long-lasting 
energy, snack includes a source of protein 
with the fruit snacks such as a banana for 
dried and fried or coconut with high �ber.
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HISTORY

Industry  Food / Snack
Product   Processed fruits such as dried fruits, baked, fried
Phone   (0)9 6364-5951 
Website   http://www.baboonbite.co.th
   http://www.bananachipsthailand.co.th
E-mail address  info@baboonbite.co.th

COMPANY

HISTORY

FOUNDER :
BABOON BITE CO., LTD.

From the determination and interest in the food line group of the founders Who is a very experienced chef 

doing both domestic and international restaurants.  

Moreover, founder's family have 20 years of experiences in developing and distributing agricultural 

production to support local farmers has also contributed a lot in their journey of success. 

Resulting in the factory’s readiness in fulfilling all production services of snacks with premium quality and 

standard, available for interested entrepreneurs. In 2015, the SME company was established to produce 

different types of snack products that are beneficial to health. By focusing on products made from fruit as 

the main raw material. 

From both experienced chefs from many countries and the experience of Thai desserts factory from the 

family, allowing us to strive and to develop products that consumers and markets need.

That is why our chips go through dedicated studies, experiments and development since the very first 

process. Only fruit from the best quality breeds are selected from Thai agriculturists to cook in a 

well-thought-out process. 

The company has the objective of operating the business of producing as a manufacture and selling 

products to trader and distributor in Thailand and abroad. The company has its own production plant 

that can produce products and develop products to meet the needs of customers. And the company 

has many qualified personnel and quality teams in both the development (RD) and production system.

Our company is responsible for producing healthy snack products for business partners. Which we 

decided to share our snack to the international market under our customer company brand. 

In addition to provide the products under our company brand. Baboon Bite, It is also trusted by 

leading international partners to produce various types of snack under the brand of the customer to 

sell both at their country or abroad.
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1. Customers are satisfied with products and services and rewards 
that have been friendly and beneficial to the surrounding society.

2. Focus on using the best quality Thai fruits for snack production.

3. Focus on purchasing raw materials directly from famers 
and providing fair prices.

4. Want people to have more choices in eating snacks that are 
more beneficial to health.

5. Make people around the world aware of the fruits that come 
in the form of snacks and have health benefits.

6. Adhering to the quality of products More than making a profit.

7. Because we have expertise in production. 
Therefore focus on being a private label factory 

for entrepreneurs.

MISSION
statement

VISION
“In order to meet the needs of customers under the excellent quality and 
delivery of honest and punctual products”

-COMPANY-

To be a comprehensive service provider In the production of fruit processing products.

To become an exporter of Thai fruit snacks to international markets.

To continuously improve work processes which will increase the competitiveness of the company.

To develop the company's personnel to return benefits to the community and protect the 
environment.

COMPANY POLICIES
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01/03Homthong Banana

PRODUCT 
DETAIL

BANANA CHIP (ORIGINAL)

This product uses the main raw material as a genuine 

golden banana that is rich in nutrients. 

From selected farms which has a natural and planting 

process without chemical use.  Which makes the product 

smell the best of bananas. The original taste is a little 

sweet, thin and crispy. Due to the frying and oil elimination 

procedures we invented, we have products that contain 

less than 3% of oil. In order to get some golden bananas 

that have health benefits And have a variety of flavors 

to taste.

This product has been sent and confirmed by Central 

Lab Thailand that the product contains less than 1 

calorie from the fat (serving size). Most of the main 

calories from this product are bananas. 

(Product weight 33 grams)

BANANA CHIP (SRIRACHA)

This product is a taste that the brand has developed 
from searching for roasted and grounded Sriracha 
peppers.

Making the taste of chili, delicious, flavored together 
with authentic spices to give consumers the best
sense of smell, spices and spicy.

(Product weight 33 grams)



Homthong Banana
02/03Lung-Lean Coconut

PRODUCT 
DETAIL
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BANANA CHIP (SALTED EGG)

The product is a genuine golden banana, salted egg flavor.

This taste arose from the founder who has their home

town is in Surat Thani, In 2018 provincial municipality needs 

us to cooperation in the production of products that use the 

local ingredient. 

The best local ingredient of Surat Thani is "Chaiya Salted Egg"

Therefore we began to develop using 100% real salted eggs, 

in the development of this product in order to help increase 

income for farmers in another way

The taste of our products is unique by using both spices 

and curry leaves to blend with our recipes, resulting in the 

product is what we are proud of.

COCONUT CHIP (ORIGINAL)

Our crispy coconut is made from 100% freshly selected
 coconut meat. Produced as crispy coconut by cooked
in low temperature heat drying baked until the coconut
has a golden yellow color. Use 100% natural ingredients
without artificial colour or any preservatives.

Thus, the prduct maintaining the natural nutritional 
value, flavor and aroma of real coconut and have 
natural benefits in this snacks that are suitable for 
people who love healthy product. Most calories from 
our products come from fruit raw materials. 

And all fruits are also a source of vitamins, dietary 
fiber that helps strengthen the bowel function and 
excretory system
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Taro
03/03Sweet Purple Potato

PRODUCT 
DETAIL

TARO CHIP (ORIGINAL)

This product selects the main raw material from 
taro and slides about 1 mm to get a thin and crisp 
product.

This recipe uses less sweet flavoring for health 
and to enhance the main ingredients. And the 
smell of taro still has a more pleasant aroma

Raw materials that are carefully selected for good 
taste and is also rich in benefits such as vitamins, 
fiber and helps to nourish bones and teeth which 
because of the high calcium in taro.

SWEET PURPLE POTAT0 CHIP 
(ORIGINAL)

This product is a sweet purple crisp with original flavor.
It is a slightly come with salty flavor but does not drown 
out the smell of the main material, the sweet purple 
potato is has sweetness taste inside. This product 
produced a natural sweet taste of sweet purple potato
and seasoning a bit with sea salt.

We will focus on the selection of raw materials that 
are the best grade to be processed, instead of using 
the factory grade products. Because we are committed
to create the best for consumers. Therefore, selecting
the farmer that produce with nature care in order to 
get the sweet taste of the natural taste.
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OEM
PRIVATE LABEL

A company that produces quality snacks for those who are interested in their own 
brands both locally and internationally. For domestic and international distribution 
with expertise and standards in production.

To be a manufacturing factory that helps SME (Small And Medium Enterprise) together 
to create quality brands.

Our team is ready to give advice on products that are interesting to customers. And 
the team of the company ready to develop products and improve formulas for each 
customer. So that customers will be able to create brand identity as customers 
request.

We are a full service provider in the production of crispy and dried fruit processing.
Fruit and vegetable product processing including product procurement and product 
packaging.

PRIVATE LABEL PRODUCTS

Baboon Bite Co., Ltd. is producing healthy snack brands according to customers' needs. We have more than 
40 items. Product as crispy, and dried for fruits and vegetables. And we are happy to develop products to 
meet the needs of our customers to meet the brand's concept. 

Baboon Bite Company offers a fine production of healthy snacks for interested entrepreneurs to be distributed 
under their own brands. Not only successfully spreading our products to international market, Baboon Bite is 
also trusted to be the manufacturer for various business partners overseas, taking our signature quality and 
healthy snacks to global market with trust and satisfaction from customers.

BANANA CHIPS

ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER (OEM)

1

2

3

4

SOME PRODUCT SAMPLES

SWEET PURPLE POTATO CHIPS SWEET POTATO CHIPS TARO CHIPS

PUMPKIN CHIPS COCONUT CHIPS DRIED PINEAPPLE DRIED MANGO
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STANDARDS
CERTIFICATION

GLOBAL 
STANDARDS 

CERTIFICATION

The Thai Food and Drug Administration is responsible for the protection 
of the consumer’s health and safety by ensuring the quality and efficacy 
of health products.
(Registeration No.: 84-2-02361)

THAI FDA

FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION

Halal is an Arabic word that means “permissible.” In terms of food, it 
means food that is permissible according to Islamic law.
(Registeration No.: I554/2561)

HALAL

HALAL

Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP) is a system for ensuring that 
products are consistently produced and controlled according to quality 
standards.
(Registeration No.: 103099/A/0001/NA/En)

CODEX GMP

GOOD MANUFACTURING PRACTICE

HACCP is a systematic preventive approach to food safety from biological, 
chemical, and physical hazards in production processes that can cause 
the finished product to be unsafe and designs measures to reduce 
these risks to a safe level
(Registeration No.: 103099/B/0001/NA/En)

HACCP

HAZARD ANALYSIS CRITICAL CONTROL POINT

is a federal agency of the United States Department of Health and Human 
Services, one of the United States federal executive departments.
(Registeration No.: 18731386818)

US FDA

U S FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION



OUR COMPANY MAIN VISION IS TO PRODUCE HEALTHY SNACK IN THE

MARKET. SO THAT EVERYONE CAN ENJOY A GOOD-QUALITY BITE 
THAT’S BOTH DELICIOUS AND GOOD FOR HEALTH.

ADDRESS:

898/58 Eco Space 2, Prasertmanukit Rd., 
Klong Kum, Bueng Kum, Bangkok 10240

PHONE : +669-6364-5951 (whatsapp)
TEL : +669-6364-5924

LINE ID : @baboonbite
Wechat : baboonbite

Email : info@baboonbite.com

http://www.baboonbite.com

http://www.bananachipsthailand.com

BABOONBITE CO., LTD. 
T H E  H E A L T H Y  S N A C K  M A N U F A C T U E R

TEL : +669-6364-5951
EMAIL  : info@baboonbite.com
WEBSITE : www.baboonbite.com
 : www.bananachipsthailand.com  

MANUFACTURE / HEALTHY SNACK / PROCESSED FRUIT


